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Some advices to write the reflection about the skills learned

The environment in which we have to write
 In short: We have a text that we must summarize, comment, extract important points or simply
use it as inspiration.
 Overflow effect: a lot of information
 The technique should consist of reading and knowing how to collect what is important
 Blank page: we do not have a reference text, but there is only one subject to write about.
 Blank page effect: no information
 The technique must be oriented to be able to write without relying on patterns that have
worked in other situations
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Summing up a text: labelled
 When a text must be analyzed there are several techniques to efficiently obtain reusable
information.
1. First read the text, actively
• Mark those phrases that, for any reason, stand out.
• Label the marked phrase, so that later you can analyze and classify the marks, as you wish to write
the analysis.
• Write the "inspirations" in a separate notebook.

2. Write the summary/analysis
• Use the techniques that are detailed: blank page.
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Summing up a text: labelled
Example: using the document reader annotations
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Summing up a text: inspirations
Example: using icons
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Blank page: the funnel
 Start with very general basic definitions.
 Continue focusing on the specific area covered by the text.

Biology is the science that studies [...] and has applications that go from [...] to
blah, blah, blah ...Within biology, genetics is defined as [...] and is responsible for
certain advances such as [...] blah, blah, blah ...In genetics, the sequencing of a
genome is [...], and it is currently used for [...] blah, blah, blah ...Computer
engineering is applied to biology [...] in particular in genetics, there is software
that makes [...] blah, blah, blah ...
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Blank page: jack, horse, king
Chronological description
 past: how things were done before (jack)
 present: how they are currently done (horse)
 future: how it would be ideal to do them (king)
The stock management of a warehouse was initially carried out by means of records in
paper tokens that were to be stored in [...] which generated problems of blah, blah,
blah ...Currently databases are used for stock management, which provides the
following advantages [...] blah, blah, blah ...However, the recognition of storage
elements could be improved through [...] what would imply an improvement in [...]
blah, blah, blah ...
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Blank page: technique of the T
 Previous work + Related work
1.

Previous work: cite the previous works (directly related) that have been
carried out (the axis of work is time)

2.

Related Work: cite current works that are related, although not directly
(the axis of work is the "space")

The first electronic temperature sensors were based on the thermocouple technique (thermostats are not
electronic, but mechanical). Then the variable resistances with temperature or RTD were developed.
Finally we have encapsulated thermistors that allow an acceptable precision and speed in addition to
integrating communications. Other sensors that integrate communications are humidity and lighting,
which are based on the technique ... blah, blah, blah ...
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Blank page: technique of the T
Five W and one H
 It is based on journalism and determines that a complete text should answer
the next questions:
 Who?
 What?

Steve Jobs and Stephen Wozniak, did not create the first Apple

 Where?

computer in a garage. In the second half of the seventies they

 When?

wanted to introduce computers in every home. Stephen wanted

 Why?

to democratize technology, Steve make money. To achieve the

 How?

first Apple they bought the pieces separately and assembled
them themselves.
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What will be evaluated of what is written?
Form (what you see, the interface with the reader)
 Written text
 Spelling (well-written words)
 Grammar (coherent structure)
 Morphology (for example correct use of derivative words)
 Syntax (the proper order)
 Semantics (correct use of the meaning of words)

What is not written text, but is information
 Use of images
 Use of videos
 Use of audios
 Inclusion of links
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What will be evaluated of what is written?
What is not information (layout)
 Colours used
 Text style
Background (what you don´t see, and therefore it is with what remains who reads us)
 Knowledge
 Is there new information or only it is repeated something that is already known?
 Applications
 Are there any examples of what is being discussed or only the theoretical concepts are presented?
 Analysis
 Are the concepts analyzed by giving advantages and disadvantages or only they are exposed?
 Synthesis
 Are new concepts, ideas or solutions exposed?
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In the case of a blog
Concept

Excellent

Satisfactory

Covered

Uncovered

Language

Excellent spelling,
grammar, and
semantics

Correct spelling,
grammar, and
semantics

Correct spelling,
basic grammar
and semantics

Spelling, grammar
and semantic
errors.
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Esquema de Título e Objeto com Gráfico
Título del gráfico
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

Categoria 1

Categoria 2
Série 1

Categoria 3
Série 2

Categoria 4

Série 3
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Conclusions: Summarising

When a text must be
read to analyze, an active
reading must be made
• Highlight (underline, mark, etc.) those
passages that most appeal to us (or
what we are looking for)
• Write down ideas, inspirations in
separate notebooks or in the document
(if it is going to be revised)
• Include labels, icons or similar to make
a visual analysis

In order to analyze or
summarize it is very
useful to use a pattern
• It is possible to combine
them

You have to look for your
own style
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Conclusions: Blank Page

Structuring techniques
and text content (those
that have been called
"blank pages") can also
be used to analyze texts.

For example, the technique of
5w + 1H can be utilized to fill in
boxes of the stories that appear.
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Skill Box Self Evaluation

Document for the self-assessment of the achievement of the Skill Box
Student name
Skill box name
Date

Summary

1. This section dedicated to write a personal reflection after the end of the skill box activities.
Slides can be used as a guide. Approx. 400 words.
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Implementation
2. How the concepts, experiences and reflections obtained in this Skill Box can be applied to
your job position? Approx. 200 words.

Feelings

Rate from 1 to 5, with 1 completely disagree, and 5 completely agree these questions.
Question
3. In general, it has been very easy for me to carry out the
activity.
4. I have perfectly understood the concepts explained in the
Inspiration step.
5. I felt very comfortable with me, or my co-workers (in the
case of teamwork) when doing the Action step
6. It has been very easy for me to do the tasks concerning the
step of reflection.
7. It has been very easy to make the summary (previous page)
of the skill table.
8. I can apply this Skill Box to the tasks that I am currently
developing in my workplace.
9. The learning obtained in this Skill Box will allow me to
progress in my job or used in the future.
10. I can apply what I have learned in this Skill Box in my
personal environment and it will benefit me in the future.

1

2

3

4

5
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Skills acquired

Rate from 1 to 5, with 1 “irrelevant” and 5 “fully acquired” if these soft skills have been
acquired after performing the Skill Box.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Soft Skill
Motivation
Time management
Responsibility (customer orientation and work goals)
Adaptability and Flexibility
Team work
Service Skills
Communication skills
Conflict Management
Problem solving
Creativity and Innovation
Critical and Structured Thinking
Decision Making
Leadership

1

2

3

4

5

24. Please, let us know other soft skills acquired, but not included in the previous list

Free text

25. Please, fill this text box in the case you want to communicate some aspects do not covered
in the previous sections.
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Skill Box External Evaluation

Document for an external assessment of the student performance in the
Skill Box

Student action

For the evaluation of the action step, you must answer the following questions. Rate from 1 to
5, with 1 completely disagree, and 5 completely agree these questions.
Question
1. The student has shown that he has done the inspiration
phase (use the same concepts, vocabulary, and so on)
2. In general, the student has shown to be comfortable doing
the activities involved in the Skill Box action step.
3. In the case that action step implies teamwork, the student
has participated actively with their co-workers

1

2

3

4

5

Student reflection
For the evaluation of the free text, a rubric based on the cognitive level of the revised Bloom
taxonomy. To do this, it will be evaluated which levels of that taxonomy covers each text
provided by the student. Rate from 1 to 5, with 1 completely disagree, and 5 completely agree
these questions.
Revised Bloom taxonomy level
1
2
3
4
5
4. Remember
5. Understand
6. Apply
7. Analyse
8. Evaluate
9. Create

Free text

10. Please, fill in this text box with information concerning the student about the entire skill
box. This is your reflection as a teacher. This text can serve as feedback to the student.
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Rubrics to evaluate the free text student answers
Subdimension
Remember

Maximum

Definitions are given from
sources other than class.
Consistent data and
information are presented
that do not coincide with
those presented in class.
The concepts that have
been worked in class are
exposed.
Understand The definitions, concepts
and data that have been
given in active session are
explained, in a different way
from the one presented in
class.
Apply
There are examples, both
fictitious and real, about the
application of the concepts.
Personal anecdotes are used
to link with the concepts.
Analyse
Link (conceptually) different
concepts from the same
session or between other
sessions.
Link concepts with activities
carried out in class.
Detect the advantages and
disadvantages of each
presented concept and each
activity developed.
Evaluate
Give a personal opinion
about the definitions and
information that has been
worked on in class.
Comment on the activities
carried out.
Take sides or decisions
about the concepts worked
on.
Create
Propose new ideas, new
concepts.
Propose actions to take in
order to develop the
concepts worked on.

Minimum

Fail

Some definitions are
given, although others
are missing.
The data and the
information provided
in class are presented.

The definitions
presented are literally
the same as those
presented in class
sessions.
No data is presented
nor is any information
given.

Explain the definitions
that have been given
in class, at least with
the point of view
exposed in class.

Do not explain
definitions given in
class.

Give some example or
personal anecdote
about the application
of the concepts given
in class.
Link different
concepts from the
same session.
Detect any advantage
or inconvenience of
the concepts
presented and the
activities carried out.

Do not use personal
examples or
anecdotes.

Give an opinion about
the concepts worked
or the activities
carried out.

Do not give opinions
or make decisions
about the contents
worked in class.

Propose, at least, new
ideas and concepts
related to those
worked in class.

Do not make
proposals or concepts
or activities.

Do not interconnect
different concepts
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